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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4744479A] A tamper indicating closure for bottles has a cap with an internally threaded skirt and a cylindrical band which is adjacent
the end face of the skirt and has a longer and a shorter arcuate section together forming a ring. The shorter section is attached to the skirt by two
relatively strong bridges, and the longer section is attached to the skirt by a readily destructible web midway between its ends and by an elastic
neck adjacent one of its ends. The other end of the longer section is attached to the adjacent end of the shorter section by a frangible membrane.
When the closure is first applied to the externally threaded neck of a bottle, the two sections remain attached to the skirt and to each other and their
internal cams merely ride over a frustoconical bead of the neck to thereupon engage a shoulder of the bead. When the closure is being detached
from the neck of the bottle, the bridges entrain the shorter section but the web which connects the longer section to the skirt breaks followed by
destruction of the membrane and by initially elastic and thereupon permanent deformation of the neck so that the orientation of the longer section
changes drastically as a result of the retaining action of internal cams on the longer section in cooperation with the bead.
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